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Operate more efficiently.  
Innovate more effectively.

Competition is tough in the beverage industry. Businesses 
are under pressure to manage resources, inventory and 
supply chains more efficiently. But there are exciting 
opportunities, too. Digital sales. Global markets. New 
product niches and trends. It’s a fast-moving sector where 
agile enterprise resource planning (ERP) and decision-making 
based on realtime data is essential.

Companies with costly, on-premise legacy ERP systems are being left behind. 
The market leaders are adopting flexible ERP solutions that enable collaboration 
and innovation, from integrating systems and supply chains, through to rapidly 
prototyping and launching new products to adapt to changing market conditions.

Making the switch to DXC Red Rock’s Red Beverage solution provides all the 
gamechanging functionality and flexibility of Oracle®’s rich ERP functionality, 
delivered o the Oracle Cloud and optimised for the beverage industry.

 
Introducing Red Beverage

Red Beverage is part of our Red Rock Industry Solutions suite of built-for-industry 
ERP solutions – ready-to-go, Cloud-based ERP solutions, preconfigured to meet 
the specific needs of different sectors.

Combining market-leading Oracle Application technologies with industry-specific 
intellectual property, Red Beverage is an ERP solution designed to enable and 
empower beverage companies.

It’s an all-in-one solution, optimised to provide exactly the functionality and 
capabilities wine and beverage companies need. It provides the ability to closel 
monitor and manage growers and supply chains, and blend functionality to 
capture, manage and retain recipes. Everything is factored in, including process 
maps, integrations, data migrations, mobile apps, forms, reports, legislative 
requirements and master data, to deliver a range of measurable benefits.

Rapid implementation. 
Leverage the system’s 

capabilities and business 
value sooner.

Immediate upgrades. 
Access enhanced 
functionality and  

upgrades instantly.

Consumption-based 
charging. 

Pay for what you use  
and minimise costs.

Products:

•  Oracle Software as a Service

•  Oracle Platform as a Service

Key features:

•  Ready-to-deploy Cloud 
solution

•  Prebuilt and tested

•  Designed for your industry

•  Specialist industry application 
extensions

•  Delivered with accelerators

•  Bundled managed services

•  Bundled test scripts, training 
material, security, data 
conversion, forms and reports

Benefits:

•  Rapid deployment

•  Minimal disruption

•  Simplified upgrade/scale

•  End-to-end support

•  Information transparency

•  Improved reporting

•  Consume model pricing

•  Lower cost of ownership
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Ready-to-go and evolving with you

As a ready-to-go solution, Red Beverage is primed for a seamless 
implementation, ensuring your organisation is able to harness Cloud functionality 
rapidly. Red Beverage implementations typically take less than half the time of 
traditional ERP system implementations. What’s more, the Cloud-based nature of 
the system means your managers and teams will enjoy immediate access to new 
functionality, with upgrades included to enable technology adoption at pace.

Flexible pay-for-use pricing

In addition to immediate access to a host of enhanced ERP functionality that will 
improve information sharing and decision making across your organisation, you’ll 
also benefit from our consumption-based charging model.

This, along with our ability to minimise your licensing footprint, means you’ll 
enjoy maximum ERP agility and capability, while minimising costs.

What do you get with Red Beverage?

Each Red Rock Industry Solutions includes prebuilt configuration, intellectual 
property, industry extensions customer-specific implementation requirements,  
ongoing ‘run’ and licensing if needed.

Preconfigured  
industry-specific solution

 
Customised  

implementation

Red Rock ERP  
insights and IP

Ongoing operational  
support

Licence management  
and optimisation
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Checklist

Less  
Disruption

Innovation 
Platform

Embedded  
IP

Gap  
Applications

Uniform  
Process

Mobile  
Applications

Rapid  
Implementation

Bundled  
Offering

Private  
Cloud

Pay as you  
go Model

Low Cost

Vanilla

8000+ Oracle consultants

25 Pre Built  
Corporate Forms 

8 Pre Built 
Dashboards

95 Reports

38 Security  
Roles

16 Data  
Migrations 

202 Test  
Scripts

Vast Years  
of Experience

102 Process 
Models DXC Red Beverage 

RUN / SOFTWARE / CLOUD



Get the insights that matter.
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About DXC Technology

DXC Technology (NYSE: DXC) helps global companies run their mission-critical systems 
and operations while modernizing IT, optimizing data architectures, and ensuring security 
and scalability across public, private and hybrid clouds. The world’s largest companies and 
public sector organizations trust DXC to deploy services across the Enterprise Technology 

Stack to drive new levels of performance, competitiveness, and customer experience.  
Learn more about how we deliver excellence for our customers and colleagues at DXC.com.

About DXC Red Rock

DXC Red Rock is the largest independent provider of Oracle consulting and 
managed services in Australia and New Zealand. Red Rock provides dynamic 
technology leadership in delivering Oracle Cloud solutions, with a full continuum 
of services around Oracle’s integrated suite of applications, platform services, 
and engineered systems.

As part of DXC, Red Rock offers speed and agility with thought leadership and 
global scale. This allows us to design and deliver innovative market-leading 
solutions that enable clients to transform their businesses and the broader market. 

Oracle has globally recognised DXC’s expertise and skills by accrediting us as a 
Modern Oracle PartnerNetwork (OPN) partner certified across all four tracks - 
Build, Sell, Service, License/Hardware. DXC has achieved Cloud Solutions Provider 
Expertise (CSPE), globally certified, audited, proven.

Learn more at  
dxc.com/au/practices/oracle 
dxc.com/nz/practices/oracle

•   Australia and New Zealand’s 
largest Oracle partner practice

•   20+ years’ delivering  
Oracle solutions 

•   Hundreds of successful  
ERP implementations

•   Small start-ups to tier-one 
enterprises

•   Proven methodology  
and governance

•   Market-leading ERP  
insights and IP

For more information about Red Beverage  
and the benefits of switching to a flexible,  
configured-for-industry Oracle ERP system:

Email redrockenquiries@dxc.com for more information.

https://www.facebook.com/DXCTechnology/
https://connect.dxc.technology/DXC-RedRock-OptIn.html
https://twitter.com/dxc_redrock
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dxcredrock

